General Overview

- All students, no matter how they will arrive at school or get home, will meet us outside the school at the gym door or one of the nearby designated drop-off/pick-up spots on 8th Street (by the Franklin Street overpass where Edgewood turns into 8th.)
- Members of the Cooper team will be waiting on both sides of 8th Street and at the gym entrance to meet our students and then walk them to the door (ensuring their safety).
- We will be outside between **8:45-9:05 am** and **12:00-12:30 pm OR 2:00-2:30 pm** for later dismissal (see email).
- Students will have supervised recess inside the gym while waiting to go to class (arrival) or to be picked up (dismissal).

**Walkers, Bikers, & Metro/Bus riders**

If your child will be arriving or leaving on their own (Metro, walking, cycling), please let us know that via the Health & Safety form (see July 30 email).

**Walkers** – Students arriving on foot (with or without their parents) have the easiest routine: arrive before 9:00 am and enter the gym door.

**Bicyclers** – Cooper is on the Metropolitan Bike Trail, and students’ bikes will be safe inside the gated lot. We will have bike racks there in the coming days, so students are also able to lock their bikes.

**Metro/Bus Riders** – The Rhode Island Metro stop (Red Line) is less than 10 minutes walk from Cooper down the Metropolitan Bike Trail and several bus lines stop within easy walking distance (G8 and H8).
Drive-thru Drop-off/Pick-up Line on 8th Street

• To minimize any impact on traffic, there is a very limited window for the cars to line up near the school: only 8:45-9:05 am and 12:00-12:30/2:00-2:30 pm. If you arrive outside of these times, please park rather than waiting in traffic lanes.

• Drivers may come from either direction – from Edgewood towards 8th, or on 8th from the direction of Hamlin Street. Please see the detailed diagram on the next page.
  
  • From Hamlin on 8th Street – Look for team members near the Extra Storage facility on the west side.
  
  • From Edgewood on 8th Street – Look for team members near the Dew Drop Inn on the east side of the street

• Drop-Off – Drivers can stay in their cars. At the designated spots (Dew Drop or Extra Storage buildings on 8th), students will exit cars, wait on the sidewalk, then walk in the crosswalk to the gym door.

• Pick-up - At dismissal, Cooper team members will confirm who you are picking up, call for that student to exit, and then walk them to the car.

Important Safety Notes!

• Do not let your child exit the vehicle on the left (traffic) side.

• Do not let your child out before the designated drop-off spot.

• DO drive carefully and slowly, especially near the crosswalks.

• DO follow the instructions of Cooper team members.

VERY IMPORTANT!

Please do not line up on 8th or Edgewood before the designated times!
8:45 in the morning / 12:00 or 2:00 at dismissal

We can only offer this drive-thru option if we do NOT block traffic!

If you arrive early, please park out of traffic lanes.
**Washington Latin Cooper Campus**

Summer Orientation Arrival/Dismissal Map
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**Approach Drop-off/ Pick-up location from either direction on 8th St**

Cooper faculty walk students to/from door from both sides of 8th St

---

**Avoid our street! Cooper parking lot closed; limited street parking**

---

**Students enter/exit through gym door**
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**Drop-off / Pick-up location Both sides of 8th**
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**Franklin St NE**
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Pizza Loko - COMPLETELY VEGAN
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Mess Hall
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Washington Latin Cooper Campus

711 Edgewood NE
Students enter/exit through gym door

Dejar / Recoger en los dos lados de la calle

Maestros de Cooper acompañan a los estudiantes hacia y desde la puerta desde ambos lados de 8th St.

¡Evitan nuestra calle! El estacionamiento de Cooper está cerrado; estacionamiento en la calle es muy limitado

Washington Latin Cooper Campus
Orientación de Verano
Plan de Llegada/Salida